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THE
VOLUME 1 -

NO. 3

AAUW Invites Senior Women and
Faculty Women To Membership Tea

SERVING THE UNIVERSITY· COMMUNITY

USr's Melida Pereira
Seek Lalin riesla Cl'o

The current topic of the Tampa
Branch is "The Woman and the
''Law." Several topics are selected
each biennium after all local<· A SERVICE TO MANKIND
branches in the country have been
polled. Then branch members select the topic they prefer from
those chosen by the national organization. Committees on the local,
By Gale Boehme
Greeting guests at the door will state and national level help to col- • "Every country in which Peace
be Dr. Margaret Fisher, Dr. Lucile lect · materials, to compile biblio· Corps volunteers are already serving has . doubled, tripled, or quadFoutz, Mrs. Sidney French and Dr. graphies and to contact speakers.
Dr. Margaret Fisher, Dean of rupled its original request," Sargent
Maxine , M:acKay.
For further information contact Women at USF, states ·she would S.h river said recently.
Currently, there are about 10,000
Mrs. Robert Bradley, vice chairman 1ike to see each woman graduate
of the North Tampa Study Group. file her application for AAUW men and women in Peace Corps
membership when she receives her training programs or working -overCall 988-599 l.
diploma. She says no matter where seas. Over 7,000 applications for adAAUW pri:i.vides a means for the the graduate lives there prohably mission were received last Novemunivetsity graduate to keep abreast will be a local ,AAUW group . she her, a record figure for the corps,
of the times, to keep intellectually can join. Miss Fisher believes that established in September, 1961.
stimulated, and to provide leader· a _group like AAUW is needed in
However, many persons still wonship in the community. The Tampa every community to help the uni- der exactly what the Peace Corps
Branch is divided into five study versity do a total job.
involves and how to become a volgroups that meet in private homes
In an interview Dr. Fisher ex- unteer.
once a month. Monthly Saturday
plained that our expanding populaVolunteers· come from all over
luncheons provide opportunities
tion has not filled the gap between the United States, Puerto Rico, the
for members of all groups to m~et
and to listen to outstanding · jobs available and qualified applic Virgin Islands and Guam. There
cants. She said that some. of the is no "typical" corpsman and volunspeakers.
reasons for this paradox are mili-' · teers have varying amounts of edutary demands, the distribution of cation, from ages 18 to well over
the population into age grpups, the pO years old. The average ·volunteer
early re.ti.rement of productive peo- is unmarried anc!. about 25 years
ple and prejudice of some em- old. However, more married couployers against certain groups as pies are serving to~ether.
women. She stated that AAUW is a
Wide Range of Skills
The Tampa Alumni Chapter of stimulus to women to" continue
their education and to train for a
No particular skill is needed to
Kappa Delta Pi established the grea"ter number of professions each join the Peace Corps as there are
Hazel Puryear Student Loan Fund year. ·She men~ioned that there is a more than 300 job categories. Half
·
d f
of the volunteers now serving are
this month with the presentation special
nee or college teachers.
liberal arts graduates, but a college
of' a $100 gift. President Earl Hall
AAUW's fellowship program is degree isn't necessary.
says the group hopes to eventually well known nationally and inter"Most Americans, as a direct represent this amount twice a year. nationally. Jane Murray, USF music instructor, spent part of her sult of having grown up and gone
The ,..m ain source of the revenue for student days in the Music Academy to school in this country, have
the fund will· be the sale of tickets in Munich, Germany, .on a scholar- 'skills' which are useable abroad.
to Lyric Theatre proi;luctions. Kap- ship from the American Association For example, in many countries
most of the high school teachers
pa De.l ta Pi is a1i honorary educa- of University Women.
have not finished high school and
tional fraternity.
Mrs. Angelo Fonte, membership many of the elementary teachers
The group debated whether to chairman of the Tampa Branch of are teenagers," Mr. Shriver said.
Volunteers are selected for indiapply for the 9 to 1 federal match- AAUW, will have a special table
set up to greet prospective meming fund since certain stipulati9ns bers and to answer questions. Pros- vidual projects which have particuare required under the provisions pects may attend several . me.etings lar requirements.
of the National ·Defense Act Title prior to their final decision to apFilling out an application, avail11. For frtstance, the group could ply for membersllip. Of course sen- able at most Post Offices, the Washnot limit the fund to prospective iors are not formally eligible until ington, D.C. Peace Corps office,
teachers in Hillsborough and Pinel· tl1ey are graduated from an accred- college Peace Corps · Liaison Oflas counties. However, the fact that . ited. institution. However, they are fices, or U.S. Senators and Reprea $100 contribution will be increas· urged to attend this tea so they senatives, is the first step to beed to a $1000 scholarship outweigh· may completely understand the ad- coming a volunteer.
ed all other considerations.
vantages AAUW has to offer.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. I)
The act does stipulate that in the
selection of students to receive
loans special consideration will be
given to students with superior
backgrounds who express a desire to
teach in elementary or secondary
schools and students whose academic background indicates a superior
capacity or preparation in science,
mathematics, engineering or a mod·
ern foreign language.
Another desirable provision of
the act is that "the loan and the in·
terest t!lereon of any borrower, who
serves as a full time te~cher in a
public elementary or secondary
school shall be cancelled up to a
maximum of ·503 at the rate of
10% of the ~mount of the loan plus
interest thereon which was unpaid
on the first day of such services for·
each academic year of service."
Miss Stephanie Krewson
Mr. Earl Hall, president of the
Tampa Chapter, is a principal of
Cleveland Elementary School and Pictured above are two .former winners of the Latin American
has been active on professional ed- Fiesta. Both young ladies are now attending the University of
ucational committees for many South Florida and support Miss Pereira for Queen of the 1966 Latin
years. He is a candidate for the
American Fiesta to be held March 5 and 12 at Fort Homer Hesterly.
state legislature in group 9.
Buy your tickets now and let's make it three Queens for USF.

The American Association of
University Women cordially invites
all graduating senior women and
alumni as well as women fac\llty
members to a tea in their honor to
b~ held on February 26 at the home
of Mrs. Lee T. Stokes, 841 Sunny·
side Road, Temple Terrace, from
3 to 5 p.m.

Kappa Delta Pi
Donates To Fund

Peace Corps How, Why, Who

USF C'o-ed Is Only Spanis
.Speaking C'andidate In Contest
The annual Latin Amei:;:k an Fiesta is under way and USF cp-ed ,.
Melida Pereira is busy acqum,blat·
ing votes in the manner traditional
·I
,
The University Chapel Fellow- to this contest. She is sponso'red· byP ·
ship offers a varied program of wor- the Tampa Rotary .. Club and. •;
ship, social get-togethers and study through her efforts and th!! efforts
sessions. The Wesley Foundation, of the club she accumulates one
the Westminister Fellowship and vote for each ticket she sef[s.' Ttie~
the United Campus Christian Fellowship cooperate to offer these Brahman feels particularly justified
in backing Miss Pereira for Queen
activities.
of
the Latin Fiesta since in addition
A Sunday morning worship service is offered in UC 47 at 10:30 to her natural beauty she' is the
a.m. A youth fellowship takes place , only girl in the contest who speafs
every Sunday :~vening at 6:30 p.m. Spanish. It is important that the
Several study groups . meet Thurs!winner of the contest should speak
day nights 6 to 7 p.m.; the current
Spanish since she will be touring in
topic is the Book of Philippians.
Spanish
speaking ·countries· if she
Student groups often get · to·
gether to attend plays, movies and wins. We therefore ask the support
other activities; they meet after- of our readers to help Melida win.
wards for discussions.
Buy a ticket from her or from any
The USF Chapel Fellowship will of the ticket agencies and de~ignate
participate in the W orld Day of it as a vote for Melid\; -. · Prayer, February 25. Many Tampa
Meiicia attended 'J~ferson High
churches and teilowships are co- School and Mercer lIBiversity in
operating in this project.
Macon, Georgia before transferring
James F. Keller, campus minister to the Uriiversity of South Florida.
of the Presbyterian Chui:c;h, suggest· She start~d· as a pre-dental major
ed that the Brahman staff intervie~ at Mercer and later became inter·
students to see if .the Chapel and ested in psychology. She plans to
other religious groups are meeting major in psychology at USF. At
their spiritual needs. We of the Mercer, Melida was a member of
Brahman staff feel that such inter- Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and
views will possibly reveal short· was staff writer for the student
comings in the programs or perhaps newspaper, the Mercer Cluster. She
will emphasize the highlights of was runner-up in the Miss Freshthe various programs. Reverend man Beauty Contest at Mercer.
Keller has suggested the follo ing
Melida's hobbies include roller
questions:
skating, swimming, scuba ... diving,
1. Is religion meaningful to you? dancing and playing the piano. She"'
Why?
was once elected Miss Tampa Skate
2.Does the church meet your Queen.
·needs?
.h Latin Fiesta Election Ball
3. Is the church another organizwill be held at Fort Homer Hesteration that seeks to protect itself?
ly on the night of March 5 and the
4. Do religious groups on camCoronation of the new Qui:en will
pus benefit you in any way?
be held March 12. Winner ·of the
If readers feel deeply about these
contest will receive prizes , includsubjects we would appreciate letters
ing a trip to either Europe or South
or personal calls to plan interviews.
America. (See photos on page 8).

· USF Chapel Fellowship
Offers Program Variety

Miss Melida Pereira

·1-

"-
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ED I T O RI A L • • •

Panhellenic Aids
Repeal Sales Tax On College Books, Meals U! ~~~~!!i~!,_,ntion
_Tbere was a time when students of Florida's colleges didn't have to
pay a sales tax on meals served on campus or on textbooks. The 1963
Legislature changed all that. They added the sales tax to these items
and students have been paying ever since. This Florida statute can ·be
repealed. A simple change in the last paragraph of the statute is all that
is needed. The section of the law that we feel should be repealed comes
in the last sentence of S~ction 212.08, paragraph (b), which reads: "School
books and food sold . or served at junior colleges and other institutions
of higher learning are taxable." (3% sales tax.)
We have known that this part of the statute was not on the books
before 1963 and fail to find a good reason for hitting student pocketbooks
in this manner. Most students nee4 the money this tax is costing them.
Higher tuition and higher college costs in other areas are making it difficult enough to get an education without taxing students on these
essentials.
We believe this law should be repealed and exempt college students
from sales taxes on textbooks and food served on college campuses. How
can this be done? We feel that interested student organizations on all of
Florida's college campuses could circulate petitions to students and faculty
members backing repeal of this law. During the ensuing months these
petitions can be brought to the attention of sympathetic legislators and
a movement started for the repeal of the law in the next legislative
session.
A similar law in the state of Pennsylvania was .recently repealed and
the 5% sales tax in that state was lifted from college textbooks.
The time for action is now! Students will continue to feel the pinch
of these taxes for years to come if something isn't done.
The University of South Florida student body could spearhead this
effort by getting petitions· started in the near future . Before petitions
are started we hope to consult with syqipathetic legislators and follow
their suggestions so an. effective campaign can be launched in behal£ of
Florida's college students.

PEACE CORPS
(Continued from Page 1)

Must list References
A volunteer candidate must list
six references on his appl'ication.
The responses from these references
and other teacher~ or employers
play a major part in selecting a volunteer candidate. There is no interview before a. volunteer candidate
enters training.
Applications should be submitted
six months to a year before a person can be available for service.
The next step after the application is the Peace Corps Placement
Test. There is no passing score on
this test and no competition. The
tests only help the Peace Corps Selection Division evaluate a candidate's abilities.
If a candidate has the necessary
skills, motivation, maturity, and
character from the analysis, an in, vitation is issued to train for a project. A candidate can accept or a dine the invitation, or ask to be
invited for a later project.

Studies Host Country
The· I 0 to 12-week session
volves study of the country in
which the volunteer will be serving
- its language, history, geoPfiphy,
economy, customs, and tra'ditions.
A review of American history, culture and institutions, and specialized training in each volunteer's skill
area is also part of the training
session.
Most of the training takes place
in U.S. colleges or universities. In·
diana University for instance, is a
training center for Sierra Leone,
Africa.
Orientation in the host country
concludes the training program.
Volunteers serve in the Middle
East, Asia, Latin America, and

North and South Africa for about
24 to 27 months. There are no short
tours of (luty, such as a summer
session.

Get living Allowance
Volunteers are given a living aJ:
lowance comparable to the standard
of living of the people with whom
they work. If a volunteer is a teacher in Bolivia, he will get an allowance similar to the pay of a Bolivian teacher. He will also receive
an allowance for appropriate clothing and incidental · expenses.
A readjustment allowance at the
rate of $75 a month for each month
of service and training is also given
the volunteer. All necessary transp tatio 1s provided by the Peace
orps.

Health Benefits Provided
The U.S. Public Health Service
has accepted responsibility for the
volunteer's health care. Besides the
r:reliminary physical examinations,
a volunteer gets a thorough Il}edical
orientation during training and instmctio11 in emergency first aid and
basic preventive measures needed
for overseas work.
In addition, al! volunteers are
covered by social security and are
automatically insured for $10,000
when they become members of the
Pe<l\ce Corps.
Men in the Peace Corps are not
exempt from the draft, but are
deferred.
But the Peace Corps isn't just another job, with a salary, on-the-jobbenefits, and social security - it's
an experience with people.
"The Peace Corps," said Sargent
Shriver, "is people who want to
give, people who are not afraid of a
challenge, people with tough hides
and warm hearts."

was started in the fall of 1963 for
the purpose of counseling and governing of the sororities. Fifteen
members and the Executive Council make up the body of the organization. Two elected members plus
the president give each sorority its
representation. The Executive
Council includes: Monica Harty;
president; Virginia Grizzaffe, vice
president; Janis Bell, secretary; Jo
Alice Perone, trea&urer. The officers are elected annually by the
Council.
Meetings are held weekly (UC
216, 2:00 p.m. Monday) and the advisor is Phyllis Marshall.
Panhellenic works with the Interfraternity Council to organize
Greek We~k (which includes the
Greek Sing, Greek skits, chariot
races and judging, and a dance) .·
The Greek Week is scheduled for
the last week of March. rndependents as well as Greeks are encouraged to come.
Panhellenic also organizes Soroi·i ty Rush, including convocation,
the sorority tea, publicity and registration.
Some of the other duties of Panhellenic include the approving of
all service projects for the sororities
and the extension of the rush program to cover Bay Campus.
With nationalization a big
thought in every Greek's mind .the
Panhellenic Council, in conjunction with the IFC, has worked hard
to encourage Nationals to affiliate
on this campus.
The IFC and Panhellenic are
now planning po.ssible housing for
Greeks to be included in the 1969
construction plans.
The Council has scholarship
awards which are awarded to:
1. The sorority with the highest
GPR for l trimester
2. The pledge class with the
highest GPR for l trimester .
3. The sorority girl with the
highest GPR for 2 trimesters.
Panhellenic is an organization
organized by and for the sororities.
It alleviates tensions with open discussions and unbiased opinions.

February, 1966

SUPPLY ilND DEMAND

With Openmindedness, 'Rational' Beliefs,
Baha'i Threatens Older, Stolid faiths
By Bob McConnell
A missionary came in 1912 to the
"Bible Belt" of the American miclwest. He traveled for nine months
across the United States, and a new
faith sprang up in his wake.
His name was Abdul Baha, he
was Persian, and he taught the essential unity of man. Thousands of
Americans of all religions and races
crowded to hear his words. They
doubted and wondered and questioned, but they listened.
He was a tall man, with long
black hair and a long, flowing
beard that reached almost to his
waist, and he attracted followers
wherever he went.
He spoke about a new faith one which equally revered seven
prophets rather than one, one with
no clergy, with no regular weekly
services, and with no Sunday
school. The faith was called Baha'i.
A basic difference between Baha'i
and other faiths is the acceptance
of seven prophets - Moses, Krishna
(founder of Hinduism), Zoro~ster,
Buddha, Christ, Mohammad, and
Baha'u'llah, the founder of Baha'i
- as equal.

Born in Iran

Monica Harty

Baha'u'llah, whose coming was
predicted by a man named Bab
("the gate"), was born in Iran in
1817. He started his mission and began teaching the faith in 1863. But
his words were contrary to the Islam religion which dominated the
country.
Followers of Islam believed Mohammad was the last prophet, and
refused to accept his position. He
was exiled to Israel, where he was
imprisoned until his death in 1892.
In his will, Baha'u'llah designated his son, Abdul, to become the
new head of the faith.

The faith spread slowly across
the Middle East and parts of Europe. When Abdul made his journey to the U.S., "communities"
were established in larger American cities. Today more than 20,000
Baha'i's live in this country.

Many Questions
Baha'i's have become accustomed
answering varied questions about
their faith. Many outsiders wondered, for instance, how they tell the
difference between genuine and
fraudulent prophets.
And ~he distinction, Baha'i's admit, isn't easy. The test is whether
his teachings are "truly illuminat·
ing," and whether his personality
has the "spiritual effect" to transform an individual believer. Baha'u'llah, they say, fulfills these and
other "specific" prophecies made
before his birth; this explafos his
acceptance as a true phophet.
to

Prophets To Come
Baha'i's believe, however, that
there are more prophets to come that, in. fact, prophets have always
been present throughout history.
They cite mythological characters
as vestigil evidence that prophets
were even on the earth in prehis·
toric times.
Another significant difference in
the Baha'i faith is the complete ·absence of "pressuring" non-meclbers
to join. Despite the large and
ing number of Baha'i's in the U .S.,
there is no recruiting whatever of
newcomers. Baha'i's believe they
should only introduce interested
persons to its tenets, and let each
questioner decide for himself. Even
when they find "a perfect Baha'i,"
they do not suggest that he join.

bow-

BRAHMAN P'OLL
Questions to appear on the
first Brahman Poll appear below. If you do not get a copy
of the poll, you may clip out
the below form and send it to
the BRAHMAN POLL,
l 0024 30th St., Tampa, Fla.
33612.
I. At the end of·, the present
USF food service contartc I
think:
,
Please cl1eck ohe :
A different food catering service should be contracted . ..
The same food catering serv·
ice should be retained .... .
The present service should be
retained, but improved .. . .
2. Should members of the

USF student body and fac·
ulty contribute to the USF
Foundation?
Yes . ... .... . .
No .. ........ .
Uncertain .... .
3. My opinion of an independent student newspaper such as the Brahman
is:
I am in favor of it . ... .. .. . . .
I oppose it . ..... .. ....... .
Undecided . ........ .. .... .
4. Do religious groups on
campus benefit you in any
way?
Yes, in many ways .. .. . .... .
In some ways .. ....... .... .
In no way . ... . .......... . .

·EDITORIAL STAFF
Bill Newell and Jo Ann Roush ______________________ Co-Editors
Bill Sidwell ------------------------------------News Editor
Carol Newell __________________________ ______ feature Editor
Jerry Union ___________________________ Advertising Manager
Les Silva --------------- -- - -- ---~ --------~ -Staff Cartoonist

The Brahman is published monthly from October to May, by Campus Publications, Inc. Price per copy is ten cents. ·Editorial Offices
located at 10024 30th Street in the University Exchange Building,
Rm. 2. Telephone 935-5770 daily from 5 to 9 p.m. Advertising
rates on request.
Janice Bell

Member USF Foundation

I
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Thin Book Game
Becoming Favorite

II

The nation's capitol has taken to
a new f~d called the thin book
game. To play the thin book game
you take a public figure and make
up a title for a book he is supposed
to have written. By using a little
imagination you can come up with
a dandy. For example, "A Thousand Ways To Be Popular and
Win Friends" by . Vice President
Hubert Humphrey. Or, "How To
Fight The Small War" by President Lyndon B. Johnson. Then
there's the best seller, "French Cuisine Made Easy" by Lady Bird
Johnson. A favorite in New York
City is "Understanding the Labor
Union" by John V. Lindsay, Mayor.
There are a few imported thin
books too, For example, the latest
from behind the iron C13ftain is,
"How To Retire On 250 R1.1bles a
Month and Enjoy Life" by Nikita
Krushchev. Also, "Israel, A Case
Study of A Good Neighbor Policy," ·
by Gamma! Abdel Nas~er. A favorite among sports fans is "The Benefits of Silent Meditation" by Mo
hammad (Cassius Clay) Ali.
· Some of the best sellers come
from local authors. There is "The
Peace and Quiet of An Old Country Road" by G_ov. Haydon Burns.
0 r , " Re-organizing Professional
Teacher Groups" by J. Crockett
Farnell, Supt. of Public I~1struction.
·or, "Hard Scrimmage Football" by
John S. Allen. Also, "The Advantages of An Off-Campus Bookstore"
by John Melendi, l\tlanager OnCampus Bookstore. A new one,
"Student Association Run n in g
Made Easy," by John K. Harper,
SA PresideQt.
Now you think of a few and let's
ge t this fad going here at USF. It
could become a national craze.

Dr. Paul R. Givens and Family

Ir ·

'

Brahman Interviews Dr. Paul Givens
Of University .Psychology Department
Dr. Paul Givens, chairman of
the USF psychology department
and co-author of the CB text ''Human Behavior," has confidence in
the programmed learning technique. Although it is not useful in
all instances, he believes it has definite value in his field. He will use
the technique in the new text he
is writing on the psychology of adjush-uent." ti~. Givens claims writing
a programmed book is much more
difficult than prose - the author
cannot stray from his theme and
he 1mist be precise.
Dr. Givens has written many
articles for professional journals.
The education major might find
the art i c 1 e, "Identifying and
Encouraging Crea~ive Processes,"
valuable. This may · be' found in
the Journal of Higher Education
published by Ohio State University,
volume 33, number 6, June 1962.
He says the creative individual may
seem, "unpredictable, disorderly, a
multi-minded gambler with irrepressible gall. But closer inspection
will convince us that we have described a versatile courageous person who dares to be himself."
According to Dr. Givens; the creative person is curious, intelligent,
critical, independent, original and
spontaneous. This person will
"show a pei;sistence in the develop·
rnent of ideas anq .. . courage to
reveal himself." He is "challenged
rather than confused by disorder."
He has the "ability to synthesize."
The creative person is more likely
to view himself "as a process rather
than a product." He "recognizes
there are many ways to view the
same situation."
The urge to be creative was evident at an early age in one member of the Givens family. Today 10year-old Roel is a bowler. His interest started at the age of 4. One day
'the family stopped to see if there
were any lanes available at a bowl-

ing alley. Roel slipped out unnoticed to do some investigating on
his own. · The family left shortly
afterwards and no one missed the
youngster until heads were counted
at the dinner table. They found
Rod at the police station. Rod says
he en joyed the ii de in the police
car. Today Rod is an enthusiastic
Little League ball player. He enjoys playing the clarinet and the
piano.
Gregg, the oldest boy, plans to
enter USF next year. Drums are
his specialty. Stann 1s a ·16year-olcl junior at King High
School and president of his class.
He is also president of the Spanish
Club. With a father an\f three older
brothers to spoil her, 6·year-old
Debbie considers herself queen of
the family. She is taking ballet les- speak in Denver by the inter-unisons .a t the Temple Terrace Civic versity committee on superior students. He recently deli vered an adCenter.
Paul Givens met his wife Lee dress in the Bahamas.
Professor Givens is coordinator
while he was in the Navy doing
germ warfare research. The future of independent studies. It is his
Mrs. Givens was a medical secre- duty to check and review the contary. Dr. Givens says his most tracts made between the students
startling discovery at this time was and professors. If a student finds it
- social. The couple recently cele- necessary or desirable to take a
brated their twentietl\ anniversary. certain course,, he should contact
They were married in the "Little the professor teaching· this course.
Church Around the Corner" in Each professor will define the requirements of his course in terms
New York City.
of papers, reading requirements
Mrs. Givens enjoys dressmaking
· and exams. After the contract is
and has taken many classes at
written, it becomes legal when signBrewster Adult Vocational School.
ed by the student and the professor.
Now she is taking tailoring., She is
Dr. Givens is also Liaison to the
a member of the University Woman's Club and she has been active Peace Corps, and Consultant to the
in PT A work. The book fair at Pinellas County Mental Health
Temple Terrace Elementary School Clinic. He is proud to be a charter
member of the USF faculty.
is her most recent project.
Paul Givens was born and lived
The Givens family is active in
the Temple Terrace Community most of his life in Pittsburg, PennChurch. Dr. Givens was chairman sylvania. H.is doctorate was earned
of the board of trustees for four at Vanderbilt University. He began
years. l'vfrs. Givens is a member of his teaching career at Lawrence
College in Wisconsin back in 1949.
the choir.
Dr. Givens welcomes the oppor- Dr. Givens also attended the Unitunity to travel. He was invited to versity of Iowa.

JERRY WAGNER
BILL SHELLEY
13604 Nebraska
Phone 935-9007
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Pat~ Beaut'! Salon
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THE BEST IN CARE FOR YOUR· HAIR
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SEN'IOR STYLIST -

PHONE 236-6351

7001 DUNCAN STREET

U-niversi'.fy

SUB SHOP

AUTO· SALES
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•

2555 N. Dale Mabry

Sally Ann's

•

1212 E. Fowler Ave.
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lA!'l_Z ORIGINALS
e ELEGANT LINGERIE
MONOGRAMMING
e ATIRACTIVE SPORTSWEAR
e HANDBAGS. JEWELRY AND ACCESSORIES

P.H ONE 876-3355

at SWANN

3612 HENDERSON

.
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COFFEE SHOP
10016 30th STREET
PHONE 932-0976
-REA TURING-

· Pizzas
Italian Sandwiches
Complete Breakfasts
I

II

J

Student Art
Displayed Free!

PHONS 932-4379

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 Choice of Colors
HT, 352 V-8, Cruise· 0 • Motic,
power steering, rodio and heater,
vinyl interior, seat belts. Balance
of factory warranty.

1965 IMPALA Choice of colors, with FACTORY
AIR CONDITIONING, V-8, power
steering, automatic transmission,
radio and heater. White side walls,
wheel covers, etc. Choice of colors.
Twenty to choose from. 10,000 to
15,000 actual miles. Bolance of
factory warranty guaranteed.

4 Door Ha.rdtops
1

P~~c !

TEMPLE TERRACE, FLORIDA

4 Door Hardtops
Full
Price
36 at $68.08 Mo.

$2199

1964 VOLKSWAGENS
1500 Series (the Big One) - Choice of Colors
Large Selection In Stock

0_

11 _

i

LARGE ENOUGH TO SERVE YOU . .

I

SMALL ENOUGH TO KNOW YOU

Ii

We'll be glad to transfer all your funds
and handle all details.
9385 56th Street

Phone 988 1112
MEMBER F. D. 1. C.
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REXALL DRU:G s
Temple Terrace

LOW • LOW PRESCRIPTION PRICES

REVLON -

.ENGLISH LEATHER -

JADE EAST DOROTHY GRAY -

OLD SPICE

MAX FACTOR!
HELENA RUBENSTEIN

Over 1000 Discount Prices

Discount Prices in Every Department Every Day

VISllT OOR RES,T AU 1R·A lNif

FREE SALAD BAR
With Complete Dinners

99c

AND
UP

Open Daily 7:00 A.M. To 9:00 P.M.

.
!
!

u. -11- .c1...,1•!•

TOUCHTON
92l9 56th Street

.•;•

Ii

ERRACE

$2099

36 at $64.68 Mo.

11 _

7f1e EXCHANGE BANK OF EMPLE

PHONE 872-7904

* OPEN SUNDAY *

i
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COMPl.:ETE COSMETIC DEPARTMENT

Maye's
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Yeah, they used to be hard for me to open, too.

PETER PAN RESTAURANT
and CANDLELITE LOUNGE
Serving The Best Steaks in Townl
15212 Nebraska Ave.
935-5165 - 935-995'3

Famous Label -

SPORTSWEAR
ALL FIRST QUALITY

SAYINGS fro111 40 to 60~
The SPORTSWEAR OUTLEl

In the course of the intervi.ew
with Nelda many topics were covered: religion, politics, travel,
trends in education and college life.
Here are some of her views on life
for interested students:

..4 Division of TOWEL SHOPPE of Florida, Inc. .
Opea t:JO A.M. to l:JO P.M. 6 Days

Phone 877-2491

ANCHOR INN
Bar & Restaurant

l

PIZZAS A SPECIALTY

Welcome All Stud·e nts!
4:30 'til 6:00 P.M.

HAPPY HOUR -

Phone 935-9908

13502 Florida Avenue

DIAMOND

If you ask Nelda (Fountain) Hallagh to tell about the high point of
her education at USF she will mention first the experience she .had
in the Experimental Education
Program. The program which began in 1964-65 at USF gives the student an opportunity · for actual
teaching experience in the classroom. She participated voluntarily
in the program and was assigned to
Carrollwood Elementary School
where she reported for duty three
hours a day all week long for two
trimesters. For this she received 30
hours of credit. For this 30 hours
you work much harder than in normal on-campus classes says Nelda.
There is this big difference, "It is
far more interesting than classes because you were actually working
with children. It has a lot of carry
over and makes your later intern. ship program much more
interesting."
Nelda graduated from Hillsborough High School where she was active in Future Teachers of America. When she graduates from USF
in April she will be certified for
teaching in Florida. She can also
qualify for overseas teaching positions: She plans to teacb overseas
as soon as her husband, who has a
degree in accounting from USF, receives a commission. He has applied for overseas assignment in
Germany.

Nelda is president of her sorority.
She pledged Tri Sis in her freshman
year and became president in her
junior year. Her hobbies include
reading, .sewing, cooking, horseback
riding, sports cars (Porsche) and
people. She ·especially enjoys meeting and talking with people.

Junior and Misses'

4347 W. Kennedy llvd.

February, 1966

Nelda (Fountain) Ballagh
·Plans Career In Education
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Cl!nnl Q!ar ®n a!ampus
(Starting with this issue,
The Brahman will feature a
"Cool Car" every month.
Technical information and
specifications, when available,
will be furnished. The cars
featured will be customs,
sports, hot stocks, modified
stocks, funny cars, and anything else we think is cool.
lf you think your car is cool,
drop us a line or give us a
call at 935-5770 after 5 :00
p.m. We'll check it out.)

•

•

•

The Lotus Elan is designed
and built by Colin Chapman
of Lotus Cars, Limited, the
current holders of the World
Manufacturer's Trophy. I,,otus' chief driver is Jimmy
Clark, who is, not unsurprisingly, the holder of the World
Driver's Championship. Clark
drove a Ford-powered Lotus
to victory at the famed Indianapolis 500 Speedway this
year.
Elan itself has done impressively well this year, winning the National Championship in its class, C-production.
The Elan is driven by a
95-cubic inch power plant,
equipped with chain-driven

~

~

r~

iJ

twin overhead cams. Fuel is ~
supplied by d ual two-barrel [~
carbs, by
eber. The Elan W
comes wi th a Cosworth close- ,. ,,
ratio, four speed transmissiqn
as stan ard equipment. The .... @..
curb weight is 1450 ·pounds, M
complete with d etachable [*
hardtop. The suspension is $.
similar to that of the Euro- @
pean formula racers, utilizing m~
a central "backbone-like"
space frame and stressed
fiberglass body.
In street tune, the Elan
cuts 0-60 mph in less than 7.5
seconds, which is quick for a
street-type car with only 95
cubes. It has a top speed in
excess of 115 mph, which
speaks well for its gearing.
Perhaps the best feature of
the El an is its ou tsfandirtg ,.
handling· capabilities. Stirling
Moss, one of the greats of racing, claims that the Elan is
the best handling production
roadster now being built. The ~J.~&
Elan . makes a truly great car i~
for driving in traffic or on ff{
the open road.
f:i
(Alan Diehl, the owner of
~J~
the cherry little Elan pictured
above, is a senior at USF, majoring in psychology.)
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"There can be no worse fate to
befall any im:l ividual, than for an
individual to lose his own identity.
True, all of us do imitate to a
certain extent basic socially acceptable modes of behavior, peculiar to
our own vocation, etc. This is necessary if we are to exist and/or thrive
within our culture. However, this
does not mean that it is wise or at
all profitable to one;s family,
friends, others or even to oneself, to
let a mask take the place of or form
over your own personality.
"If you deceive others, you will
eventually find that in the long
run, you are deceiving yourself too!
Above all else, for a person to be a
true individual, in a sea of faceless
and nameless persons - be they on
a campus or in a community - he
must to his own self be true. This
is, to me, a key to success and personal happiness on campus and off.
Remember, there is no one at all
that can be you, and this is what
makes our country and world such
an exciting place to live."

--I

NELDA {FOUNTAIN) BALLAGH
Shown above with a group of children at Carrollwood Elementary
School, where she participated in USF Experimental Education Pro·
gram. This experience in a school situation has made it easier for
Nelda to adapt to the intern teaching phase of her program.
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SEASCOPE OF NORTH TAMPA
DIVER'S AIR STATION
"We Sell and Service Diving Equipmitnt"
Authorized Sales of Dacor Diving Equipment
Also Outboard Jet Motors
7400 NEBRASKA AVE.
PHONE 238-3611
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McDONALD'S

BONNEVILLE 120
SERENITY

.

•

• FROM $1QO

THE DRIVE IN

World's Fastest Stock
Road Type Motorcycle

WITH THE

and
Registered Jewelers

;lZ,t. Amer ican Gem Soc iety

SUZUKI
See

510 FRANKLIN STREET

PHONE:

TAM PA , FLA . 33602

AREA CODE: 813
229-0816

~-._....-....__.,,.._.....__.,,.._....._._...._.....__.,,.._....._._...._.....__.,,.._....._._...._....._._...._....._._..~~

GOLDEN ARCHES

I

•

Get the famous Mc Donald Cheeseburger-a triple

them at:

CAHILL'S
3407 BAY TO BAY BLVD.
Phones 833·7601 and 833·0291

thick shak e, and a bag of Golden Brown French Fries
It
~

~~~·••o~.:.

3411 TEMPLE TERR. HWY. Across from Busch Gardens
-...)

.....:
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The turning point of her college ·career was the point at which
she joined a sorority. She was a
commuter at first, and then as a
second trimester freshman she
pledged Paideia and became active
in the group. It was about this time
that she became interested in the
Council of Fraternal Societies
(CFS). She became representative to
this group in her sophomore year.
By March of her sophomore year
she was elected vice president of
CFS. With this new office she became automarically a member of
the executive board of the Student
Association.
At this point in our interview it
was becoming clear why Karen had
such a strong interest in student
personnel work. It seems she has
been living this kind of work for
the past three years.
She was then elected to· serve in
student government as a representative. By this time the Pan Hellenic
Council had evolved from CFS and
she was elected first vice president
of the group. Her sorority, Paideia,
by now had recognized Karen's
leadership ability and elected her
president in the first trimester of
her senior year.
Karen was a student government
representative until her junior year
when she became clerk of the legislature. At this time she was also
under-secretary of the Southern
Universities Student Government
AssociJi.tion. In this and her other
capacities she '"has attended several
out of state student government
conferences.
One wonders how there is any
time left for recreation with all of
this activity. Karen seldom £ind5
time for some of her favorites such
as swimming and water sports.
As Karen continues with her
many activities she recalls the advice of two deans of student affairs,
one at the University of Miami and
the other at USF. Their concensus
- try student personnel work,
Karen. Karen has been trying it for
t!'!ree years. As a person devoted to
~his kind of work Karen offers this
;idvice for college students:
"College is, or should be a wholistic experience. In order to obtain
the most from your college experience, you must become involved in
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Sports Clubs Combine
Efforts To Seek
New Members

Karen O'Grady Plans Career
In . Studen·t Personnel Work

If you want •to know how student
organizations function, ask Karen
O'Grady. She has a wealth of information . stemming from a rich
background in many USF student
organizations. Early course work
found Karen headed for a major
in psychology. She was interested
first in the psychology of advertising and then in industrial psychology. As a junior Karen had completed the psychology major and
began a major in sociology. Her interest in sociology was stimulated
one summer when she worked with
the Hillsborough County Guidance
Center. Her observations in this
job made it clear to her that sociology would be of value to her in
the future. Karen plans to work
for awhile and then start on a
masters program.

BRAHMAN

The sports clubs' exhibition, held
this month, in front of the teach,
ing auditorium, was a combination
of effort on the part of most of the
sports clubs on campus. The coordinator for all of the clubs, Sam
W. Prather, Assistant Professor of
Physical Education, tells us that
these exhibitions are held once every trimester. Each club puts on a
display that gives visual evidence
of what the club is and what it
does.
The informal affair included
representatives from the Barbenders, (USF's weight lifting club), who
had Mr. Florida, pictured above,
Mr. Florida lifts 3'50 lbs.
on hand to display his strength; the
Sailing Club, with a sail boat; the
· judo and Karate clubs with their GIRL TAKES OVER
WOMAN EDITOR
robed and belted members and
mats; the Sports Car Club, with
Miss Linda C. McVeigh, 19, a
CAMBRIDGE, England - For
some fine cars in attendance, (a Radcliffe student from Anaheim, the first time in its 34-year history,
TR-4, a Porsche, and a Lotus Elan .Calif., has become the first woman the Cambridge University underon display); the Ski Club, complete managing editor of the Harvard graduate newspaper, "Varsity," has
Karen. O'Grady
with ski boat and skiis was there.
Crimson, student newspaper for named a woman editor.
'
sort of an 1·n
Harvard Univ.ersity. Miss McVeigh
She is 21 -year-old Suzy Menkes, a
·r 1·s "
The
affal
· ··
Next, and probably equally as
'ormal
I fo the
t 1 b "- will run a staff of 30, .a third of third-year English student at Camimportant as your academic experi- l·
rus 1
r
spor s c u s,
accordi11g· to Professor p 1·ather Fo1· them girl.s, and will be responsible bridge's Newnham College. She
ence, is the social experience. Be- '
·
come an active part of the organ- example, the Ski Club signed fif- for the news pages. The Crimson took up her post as editor at the
· ·
d
teen new members.
has a dail circulation of 4,200.
start of 1966.
uauoos m
programs H U~! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j
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and gain friends, but you will also
be preparing yourself to be an
even greater success in your later
life.
It is a proven fact that those students who have established good
study methods and have become an
active part of their uni versity, are

I

PHONE 988-2798

but also make
"You only g·et ou t of soinething·

I

I
I
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Americ;an children is located in Colchester, England. It is based at the
estate of the former American col·
onial governor of Massachusetts,
John Winthrop. T'his camp func·
tions in the summer for six weeks
as the play and culture center for
30 American boys and girls age 9
to 12. The estate has everything
needed for recreational pursuits,
and the group plans special concert
and theatre trips to London each
week. Children are selected for ·the
camp since the group is limited to
30. Information can be obtained ·by
writing: Children's Summer Camp,
Box 3049, Tampa, Florida.
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FINE DRY CLEANING
AN'D LAUNDERING
4904. Florida Avenue
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$199 DOWN
36 at $68.08
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s·PECIAL

Converts or 2+2s. V-Bs, Cruise-0-Matic, power steering,
R&H, WSW tires, etc.
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YOUR AGENT FOR NORTH TAMPA
Rent A Car
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North9ate Shoppin9 Center
BOBBY BROOKS
WHITE STAG
COUNTRY MISS
JONA THAN LOGAN

Other Famous
Brands

"'' ' '

.
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Russell's
& Many

..

OLDEST PHARMACY IN THE TERRACE

-----

REGISTERED PHARMACIST ON DUTY AT ALL TIMES

Cosmetic Deptli - Gift Items

-

-=
_

~

School Suppliea

FAST FREE DELIVER.Y- -PAY UTILITY BILLS HERE

RESTAURANT
C omplete M eals Served' Daily
JOE CUELLAR, Owner
REGISTERED PHARMACIST

TEMPLE TERRACE AT 56th St.

PHONE 988°3493 OR 988 .. 2224
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Come On In The Skiing's Fine!

John Bedingfield, president of the Water Ski C~ub, stands by ski
boat and skiing equipment.

KRAZY KORNER TAVERN
36 OUNCE PITCHER BEER- 65c
GAMES-POOL TABLE-PIZZA-SANDWICH ES
131 st & NEBRASKA

1 BLOCK SOUTH OF FLETCHER
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CLEANERS and LAUNDRY,
INC.
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Serving USF In Linen Room

I

TEMPLE TERRACE'S ONLY DRY CLEANING PLANT
9222 56th STREET - AT TEMPLE TERRACE HIWAY

!
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The USF Water Ski Club was
organized to benefit those students
interested in learning to ski, improving their skiing ability, skiing
in tournament competition, or just
having fun on the water.
A member of the club need not
own a ski boat, water skis or any
of the other equipment necessary
to enjoy the sport. The club has
available all of the needed equipment. The only expense to the
member is a $3.00 membership dues
collected every trimester. This
money goes to pay for gas for boats,
replacing equipment and buying
new equipment.
The club gets together almost
every weekend to ski and meets every Wednesday at 2:00 p.m. in UC
213. New members are welcome.
I'n. the past, the club has competed several times with the University. of Tampa Ski Team. Also,
last year the club entered a team
in the Intercollegiate Water Ski
Tournament held at Cypress Gardens. The team placed fourth in the
competition. The USF team plans
to enter this and other tournaments again this trimester. The
club plans a water ski exhibition
in connection with the Capa Oda
Omega Fraternity on behalf of the
orphans at the Hillsborough Orphans Home.

Frank Rey, USF Dance Instructor and Wife Betty

Frank Rey USF
Dance Instructor
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Say You Saw It In "The Brahman"
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MONTGOMERY WARD
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Offers Career Opportunities
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ODITZ FABRICS, INC.
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North Tampa's Complete Sewing Center

TRIMMINGS
Phone 932-8031
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STORE MANAGEMENT

'BENNY FITZ' MAKES DREAMS COME TRUE AT WARDS

I'
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JOHNNY BOY
JOEBOY
HAM

13102 NEBRASKA AVENUE -

I
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PHONE 935-9043
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Andy & Lail' s
Sunoco Service
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PHONE: 877-6161 ;
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CLOSED SUNDAYS

CUBANS
PASTRAMI
CORNED BEEF

,

A GOOD PLACE TO WORK

TAMPA STORE: 1701 N. DALE MABRY

OPEN 24 HOURS -

i

CREDIT

I

"Specializing In S<tndwich es "

i
I i=

MERCHANDISING
OPERATING
SERVICE

I

JOHNNY'S RESTAURANT

be on your campus in ·A pril to talk to you! 1 I
i
1 A future with our company can be most rewarding. 1 iIi With our vast expansion program we will need ii i
i young men to start careers in
I i

I

e MILLINERY
9506 Nebraska Avenue

######.,..,.############################~###########################~
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i RETAILING

Elegance Plus Quality

NOTIONS

·r·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-"-"-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·;·

II Graduating
Seniors, you owe it to yourself to talk I
to us before making a decision on your career.
i I
1
_ We will

e

COMPLETE AUTO R5PAI R
DOME·STIC AND FOREIGN
123rd AVE. & NEBRASKA AVE.

PHONE 935-8053
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FOREST BILLS PHARMACY
Anthony (Tony) D'Avanza, Owner

NEW LOW PRICES ON PRESCRIPTIONS
Registered Pharmacist on Duty from 9 A.M. to 10 P .M. E very Day

COSMETIC DEPARTMENT

GIFT ITEMS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fr ee ]) el it· er.'/ 8e r1: ice

SODA FOUNTAIN (Hamburgers Our Specialty)
FLORIDA AVE. (Corner of Fowler)

PHONES 935-6130 and 935-2040
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Frank Rey came to USF to assist
in setting up the modern dance department. A short-time project has
extended into many years of dedicated teaching. Let's hope he continues to find six hours a week in
his busy schedule to teach at USF.
John Ske, his ne\\' assistant, will
help to lighten the load of teaching
large classes.
The R eys are a dancing family.
The first summ er prod uction ot
''The Cross and the Sword" in St.
Augustine featured the dancing of
Frank and Betty Rey and their children, Neil (aged 9) and Tei! (aged
7) . The stirring symphonic drama,
presented in an outdoor ampitheatre, is pictured in a recent edition
of National Geographic. The colorful production dramatizes the
historic beginnings of St. Augustine.
The choreography was clone by
Frank.
Next summer wil1°fincl th; Reys
in St. Augustine but the fam ily will
be able to relax. Only Frank will be
personally involved this summer in
the annual event of "The Cross and
the Sword" by Paul Green. He will
direct activities for about five
weeks. Frank hopes to set aside two
weeks this summer to teach at the
convention of the National Association of Dance Masters in Chicago.
Frank Rey was a child prodigy.
H e had to get a special compensation to get a teacher's certificate at
the early age of 16. At that time he
passed exams in the fields of ballet,
jazz, tap and modern dance.
Frank's introduction to the dance
came by chance. The family lived
below the studio of Ella May RiClrnrd, a name well known in Tampa dance circles. The rhythms and
activity made Frank curious so he
asked to take lessons. Of course all
teachers know a child's curiosity
and desire to learn are the best
stimulus for success. Frank will tell
you today, never force a child to
dance and never start him before 6.
Ella May RiChard was Frank's
teacher for 8 years. He is very grateful for these basic years of instruction .
After high school Frank Rey was
determined to have a career in
dance. He danced professionally
with the Chicago Oper.a Ballet _and
the Dorothy Hild Dancers. He
toured the Northeastern states and
still found time to study at the Chicago l'vfusical College. Next Frank
da nced in the Broadway musical,
" High Buttoned Shoes."
Cupid played a strar1ge role in
this ac t of life's drama . Frank audi·
tioned for another musical and won
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3)
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Meet Mr. Broer

upper division Dr. Long in the Psychology Dept. was his adviser.

by Joe Nunes
Sun sat on the windowsill and
puqdled the floor, a storm rushed
the length t>f the chalk tray then
cowered, silent, on the brink. The
door· broke open and unsettled the
dust cringing on the edge - Mr.
Broer stood at the lectern. Above
the nose, brows bristled and embraced, bits of blue sparked below
the ridge and stingily the lips suggested a smile. The thumb and index fingers of the right hand released a row of thin blue composition books that ro11$!d on the desk.
After a pause, during which he
scrutinized every face and determined the extent to which the previous assignment was pursued, he
spoke.
"Anyone here familiar with William Saroyran?"
The blank looks said no one was.
"I realize you aren't required to
read anything of his, but he is a
great writer. I suggest you do."
For his doctor's thesis Mr. Broer
is attempting the first major critical
work on the writings and life of
Saroyran. His master's thesis is an
attempt to interpret the meaning
of the man's death in light of Hemingway's works. These two literary
figures probably had the greatest
influence on Mr. Broer's life and
choice of profession.
Mr. Broer's major fields of interest are creative writing, teaching,
and literature. Already, he has had
a play prod~ced an enacted by Bciling-·Gteen State University in Ohio,
and even now is having an artide
on Hemingway considered for publication. His master's thesis was
published by the University of
Kentucky.
Though it appears our teacher
has no time, he manages, somehow,
to be an aspiring athlete. Tuesdays and Thursdays he plays tennis, Sunday is reserved for golf. In
basketball he won .the scoring title
in St. Petersburg's ' Men's City
League. After graduating from high
school, he attended St. Petersburg
Junior College where he was on the
all star teams in volleyball, football,
and basketball. From there he obtained his B.A. at Florida State,
where he taught for several years
on a fellowship.
Here he met Mrs. Broer who was
teaching under similar circumstances, and sharing his office with
him. She is a poet published in a
number of college magazines and
presently teaching English at the
extension oJ St. Petersburg Junior
College. in Clearwater. Their family
consists of five cats and a pond full
of fish.

"Dr. Long always had time for
his students," says Jim, "he would
talk things over with us and gave
us an excellent background and
understanding of the experimental
aspects of psychology."

Jim Wallace

P·rof. Inspires
Jim Wallace
It was a Professor Simmons at
Daytona Beach Junior College that
inspired Jim Wallace, USF senior,
to choose a career in psychology.
Jim took ·g hours of psychology at
Daytona Beach Junior College before coming to the University of
South Florida. Jim tells of the
many films and tapes that were
used in his coµrses in psychology
which helped him to get a better
understanding of the subject. He
also tells of. the opportunity he had
for direct observation in the Psychiatric Division of Halifax Hospital in Daytona Beach. His
mother was a nurse in this hospital
and shared her experiences and ob·
servations with Jim.
After graduation in . April Jim
plans a six month tour of Europe
with Bill Gaunt and Don Skinner
before applying for Officer Candida te School and a commission in
the Navy.
When asked to offer advice to
college students, Jim answered,
"Many students have a social life
in college but not a directed one.
There is a need for direction in
your college social life. Many students do not succeed because they
do not have a pattern to follow .
Thro.ugh my fraternity I have made
many new contacts and learned to
meet people. This has meant that
I have had to work harder, but I
have gotten much more out of .it
than I put in . The fraternity has
made me much more active. School
commuters miss a lot of this. A lot
of younger boys get in trouble be·
cause they don't have anyth~ng to
do in their spare time. They need
an organization to direct them in
their activities. Be active in organizations and don't forget your primary responsibility is academic."
While at Daytona Beach Junior
College, Jim worked for his father
who ran a dairy farm there. He
worked full time and carried a full
load at school. The experience was
"somewhat hairy," but he managed
to come through it unscathed.
When Jim transferred to USF
S E E

Jim is now a senior at USF and
graduates in April. He is a member of Talos Fraternity which he
pledged when he was a junior. He
is a secretary for the Interfraternity
Council and has been chairman of
the Greek Week Dance Committee.
Recently he was· nominated for
senior class notable. His fraternity
recently elected him an outstanding brother. Jim states, "These
honors wouldn't have come to me
if I hadn't been in a fraternity and
had the opportunity to meet
people."

FRANK REY . . .
(Continued from Page 6)
the part. On the eve of the great
opening, Frank was smitten. He
flew home to Tampa to be with his
sweetheart. As he arrived he found
Betty and her mother, suitcases in
hand, ready to fly to New York to
visit him. The wedding followed
in Tampa a few weeks later.
A broad education was always
one of Frank's goals; graduation·
from Tampa University was the culmination of this dream. He taught
dance during those undergraduate
years at Tampa U. and during the
three following years when he
taught in a public school.
When Frank was a high school
senior, his father promised him a
trip to Europe. Since Frank was unable to go at the time of his gradu·
ation from high school, ·he reminded his father a decade later when
he was graduated from college. The
pair traveled to 11 countries that
swnmer. Frank studied with the
leading teachers of each country.
Frank has choreographed three
symphonic dramas: "The World
Turned Upside Down" in Virginia,
"Home Is The Hunter" in Kentucky and "The Cross and the
Sword" in St. Augustine. He wrote,
staged and choreographed "The
Heartless Princess" presented recently by the Tampa Ballet Theatre. Critics called the performance
a "cultural buffet" and a "tour de
force ." One matinee was a benefit
performance to help needy students
repair their musical instruments.
Frank Rey says the recent indi·
vidualistic dance craze of teenagers
has one advantage: the simplicity of
the steps encourages more to .participate. He says they are missing a
lot aesthetically if they don't widen
their dance interests as they grow
older.

At AMERICAN TYPEWRITER
CO., INC.
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Student Volunteers
Needed To Fight Fires

Christmas Gift
Goes Unnoticed!

The North Hillsborough County Volunteer Fire Department
needs volunteers from the University of South Florida who have cars
and are interested in fire-fighting
in this area. The department pro·tects the USF campus and surrounding areas from fires and other
emergencies. At the present time
there is a shortage of volunteers
for answering daytime calls. The
department needs volunteers who
can be reached by phone when an
emergency occurs. The moment a
fire or other emergency occurs a
dispatcher will call the number
furnished by the volunteer and let
him know where to report.

During trimester I the students
of BZ 201 enjoyed the le~turer Dr.
Betz so well that a certain grou·p
decided to present him with a
small gift after final exams. Dr.
Betz had talked frequently about
a "Kreb's Cycle" during his lee·
tures and apparently the students
thought that Dr. Betz should have
some sort of cycle for himself. Friday, December 18, the students left
a small bicycle for the professor on
his porch .

Periodic fire drills are held and
techniques of fire fighting are
taught. These practice drills give
experience with conflagrations of
various types such as burning dwell·
ings, brush fires ~ and other fire

Restaurant & Sandwich Shop
Delicatessen & Bake Shop

emergencies. Interested students
may apply for a place on the department by contacting Fire Chief
Dick Butler or Capt. Ben Ristine
at the North Hillsborough County
Volunteer Fire Department at 20th
Street just North of Fletcher Avenue or by calling 935-1873 .

:J.oxie:J
YES I
IN OR~ANDO IT'S RONNIES

IN MIAMI IT'S WOLFIES

IN TAMPA IT'S FOXIESI!
.Open 7 A.M. - 2 A.M.

1713 S. Dale Mabry

~-·~,;~~·;--·-i
TUNE-UP CENTER I
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
WELDING

i
I

V-W REPAIRS
Speed Equipment Installed
DON FOSTER
8001 9th St. Ph. 932-3339
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Mountaine~r

Auction House

I
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Fri. & Sat. 'Til 3 A.M.
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HOFFMAN'S PROTEIN
NATURAL VITAMINS

ANSLEY
HEALTH FOODS
- Unrefined Foods 6716 Florida Avenue
Phone 235-2241
Tamjm's Finest Health Foods
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RESERVE LIFE'S
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STUDENT ST ARTER PLAN
$10,000 ENDOWMENT POLICY
ONL y $30.00 PER YEAR PREMIUM

DEL DE WITT
P.O. Box 10475

Phone 838-1731

Wanted : Student over 21 to Sell Part-Time
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2512 Temple Terr. Hwy.
Tam pa Phone 932-0059
Electric , Manual or Portable
Sales and Service!

You can ring the bell in fun and fashions!
Find all the exciting looks for '66 in our
Sportswear Center.

MAIN FLOOR - MAAS BROTHERSDowntown Tampa
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(Reina del F uturo?
Melida Pereira, Fiesta Candidate

One of Her Hobbies Is Skating

Just Got An "A" On That Test

Studying In UC Lounge
Long Way.

A Game of Billiards Is Always Fun

Melida Enjoys Piano Playing

